Country of Origin: England

Profile:
- Producer of high quality Ball & Roller Bearings
- Started over 50 yrs ago as Blackwell Bearing
- Exports bearing to over 50 countries worldwide
- Supplies bearings to all areas of industry from Diamond mines to Steel Mills
- ISO9001 Registered & certified for design & production of Ball & Roller Bearings

Approved at the following OEMs/Companies
- British Steel
- David Brown Gears
- Renold Gears
- Simon Machinery
- Railcare / Scottish Power

Principal Series
- Angular Contact Ball Bearings - XLJT, LJT, MJT
- Duplex Ball Bearings - QJL, QJM
- Cylindrical Roller Bearings - LRJ, LRJA, LLRTA, LLRJB, LLRN MRJ, MRJA, MMRJ, MMRJA, MMRJB, MMRJN XLRJ, XLRJA
- Externally Aligning Roller Bearings - RLSN, RMSN, & E
- Double Row Self Aligning Ball Bearings - NLJ, NMJ

The above information is provided as a service and has been gathered from promotional material published by the manufacturer or from communications with the manufacturer. Although care has been taken to assure the accuracy, Bearings Limited does not assume liability for errors or omissions.